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ABSTRACT 
 

In this paper matrix-chain multiplication is done. Minimum and maximum of 
dimensions (row or column) of given matrices are used with certain conditions to get the 
proper parenthesization to yield minimum scalar multiplications of the chain. In this 
proposed method, we first complete the parenthesization work after then only compute 
the actual chain product which will yield the minimum scalar multiplications. It has 
been shown that our method is better than that of existing dynamic programming 
approach. The procedure supported with several examples.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
 

 As chain multiplication of matrices 
appears with most of the scientific, commercial 
and statistical fields, it is necessary to do the 
chain multiplication of matrices so that it 
performs with minimum number of scalar 
multiplications. Suppose we have four 
matrices A1, A2, A3 and A4. Chain 
multiplication of these four matrices A1A2A3A4 
is to be evaluated. Obviously Ai is compatible 
of multiplication with its neighbors, i.e. the 
number of columns of Ai-1 and the number of 
rows of Ai are same and the number of 
columns of Ai and the number of rows of Ai+1 
are same (here i = 2, 3). This multiplication 
can be done by five distinct ways which is 
shown using parenthesization as follows: 
(A1 (A2 (A3 A4 ))), (A1 ((A2 A3  ) A4 )), ((A1 A2 ) 

(A3 A4 )), ((A1 (A2 A3  )) A4 ),(( (A1 A2  ) A3  )A4). 
These different parenthesization yields 

different evaluation cost in terms of number of 
scalar multiplication and one may ten or more 
times costlier than the other. So, proper 

parenthesization is very important task to 
minimize the total computational cost. 

Using the dynamic programming 
approach Cormen et al1,2 provides the solution 
in their books after doing all possible 
multiplications and then selecting the optimum 
(minimum) and accordingly reached to the 
optimal parenthesization for the minimum 
computational cost. Practically it does not help 
to reduce the computational cost. Since it 
performs all multiplications and then finding 
the optimal (minimum) computational cost 
with necessary optimal parenthesization. 

In this paper we solve the matrix-chain 
multiplication by not doing all the 
multiplications. Here, first we have completed 
the parenthesization work, after then only 
compute the actual chain product to yield the 
minimum scalar multiplications. Parenthesi-
zation is made by selecting minimum and 
maximum of dimensions (row or column) of 
given matrices which are used with certain 
conditions to get the proper parenthesization to 
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yield minimum scalar multiplications of the 
chain.  
 

2. PRELIMINARIES 
 

 The existing dynamic programming 
approach1, 2 for optimal solution for matrix-
chain multiplication requires the computation 
of the recursive equation  
m[i, j] = min ( m[i, k] + m[k+1, j] + Pi -1 Pk Pj ), 
i  ≤ k < j 
where m[i, j] : minimum cost of computing 
A iA i+1  . . . Ak Ak+1 . . . Aj  
m[i, k] : minimum cost of computing sub 
matrix-chain AiA i+1  . . . Ak 
m[k+1, j] : minimum cost of computing sub 
matrix-chain  Ak+1 . . . Aj and Pi-1 Pk Pj : cost of 
multiplying the two resultant matrices (AiA i+1  . 
. . Ak ) and  
(Ak+1 . . . Aj ) where the matrix Ai is of order Pi-
1× Pi  ( i = 1, 2, . . ., j). This particular Pk can be 
any of Pi-1, Pi, . . ., Pj. Obviouly, m[i, j] = 0 for 
i = j. 
 This recursive procedure illustrated in 
Example-1. 
Example-1.  A sequence (chain) of five 
matrices (A1 A2 A3 A4 A5) is to be multiplied 
using the dynamic programming approach. Let 
P0, P1, P2, P3, P4, P5 are 3, 10, 4, 20, 8, 3 
respectively, where the matrix Ai is of order  
Pi-1× Pi  ( i = 1, 2, . . .,5)  
Solution.  Using above method we get 
m[1,1] = 0,       m[2,2] = 0,      m[3,3] = 0, 
m[4,4] = 0,  m[5,5] = 0,  
m[1,2] = 120,  m[2,3] = 800,  m[3,4]= 640, 
m[4,5] = 480,  
m[1,3] = 360,   m[2,4]= 1400,    m[3,5]= 720,  
m[1,4] = 840,  m[2,5] = 840,  
m[1,5] = 876. 
Detailed calculations are  
m[1,3] = min(m[1,1]+m[2,3]+P0P1P3,                  
               m[1,2]+m[3,3]+P0P2P3) 
            = min(0+800+600, 120+0+240) 
            = min (1400, 360) 
            = 360.  

m[2,4]  = min(m[2,2]+m[3,4]+P1P2P4,    
                 m[2,3]+m[4,4]+P1P3P4) 
             = min(0+640+1600, 800+0+600) 
             = min (2240, 1400) 
             = 1400.  
m[3,5]  = min(m[3,3]+m[4,5]+P2P3P5,  
                m[3,4]+m[5,5]+P2P4P5) 
            = min(0+480+240, 640+0+96) 
            = min (720, 736) 
            = 720.  
m[1,4]  = min(m[1,1]+m[2,4]+P0P1P4,                                           
                m[1,2]+m[3,4]+P0P2P4,m[1,3] 
                 +m[4,4] +P0P3P4) 
             = min(0+1400+240,120+640+96, 
                    360+0+480) 
             = min (1640, 856, 840) 
             = 840. 
m[2,5] = min(m[2,2]+m[3,5]+P1P2P5,     
               m[2,3]+m[4,5]+P1P3P5,     
               m[2,4]+m[5,5]+P1P4P5) 
           =  min(0+720+120,800+680+400,     
                1400+0+240) 
 =  min (840, 1880, 1640) 
 =  840. 
m[1,5]= min(m[1,1]+m[2,5]+P0P1P5,  
      m[1,2]+m[3,5]+P0P2P5, 
               m[1,3]+m[4,5]+P0P3P5 ,  

m[1,4]+m[5,5]+P0P4P5) 
            = min(0+840+90,120+720+36, 
                   360+480+180, 840+0+72) 
            = min (930, 876, 1020, 912) 
            = 876.  
 Here, the minimum number of scalar 
multiplications required for the above matrices 
is 876 only whereas total number of scalar 
multiplications performed to get the minimum 
is (20330 + comparison cost). 
 
3.  PROPOSED METHOD 
 

 In this paper the matrix-chain 
multiplication for A1, A2, . . ., An, where Pi-1 × 
Pi is the order of the matrix Ai , ( i = 1, 2, . . ., 
n), will be done by selecting the smallest and 
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largest of (P0, P1,…,Pn), say Pmin  and Pmax  will 
be our key parameters to be used with certain 
conditions to get final parenthesization of the 
chain A1 A2 . . . An to yield minimum number 
of scalar multiplications. In all illustrated 
examples “Parenthesization” and “Number of 
scalar multiplications” will be denoted by “P” 
and “N” respectively. As there may arise one 
or more Pmin, and Pmax , different cases will 
arise depending on the number of Pmin and 
Pmax. Mainly three cases (Case-1: one Pmin,,  
Case-2: Two Pmins, and Case-3: More than two 
Pmins ) will arise and covers all aspects of 
optimal parenthesization of the chain with 
number of different Pmax. Accordingly 
following cases with their sub-cases may arise: 
Case-1. One Pmin   

a) If Pmin = P0 ,  (i.e. the fist element    
                              of P0 , P1, . . ., Pn) 

 In this case we have to locate Pmax . 
 If Pmax = Pn : 

The Parenthesization will start 
from left to right and the resultant 
parenthesization will be (((…((A1 
A2 ) A3 ) . . .)An-1 ) An )  which 
will yield minimum number of 
scalar multiplications.  

  If Pmax = P1 : then we club    
                                       (A1A2) 
  If Pmax = Pk  (k ≠1, n) then we                 
                    have to cheek the following    
                    conditions: 
 A = P0 × Pk-1+ P0 × Pk+1,           (1) 
 B = Pk-1× Pk+1                           (2) 

              If A ≤ B:        (3)  
There is no question of clubing of 
(AkAk+1) and the Parenthesization 
is still from left to right 

          If A > B and Pk  ≤ C,  where C               

                     = 
1

10

−

+

k

k

P

PP
×

01

1

PP

PP

k

kk

−
−

+

−      (4) 

         Then we club (Ak Ak+1) . 

We have to cheek the above conditions on the 
second highest parameter also and so on. If 
there are more than one Pmax then any one of 
them can Pmax and the remaining are regarded 
as second highest parameter.  
Example-2.  A sequence (chain) of five 
matrices (A1 A2 A3 A4 A5) is to be multiplied. 
Let P0, P1, P2, P3, P4, P5 are 2, 3, 5, 7, 4, 8 
respectively, where the matrix Ai is of order Pi-
1× Pi  ( i = 1, 2, . . .,5). 
Solution.  Here, P0 = 2 = Pmin ,  Pmax = P5 = 8 
i.e. the last element. Hence Parenthesization 
will be start from left to right.  
Given chain is A1 A2 A3 A4 A5  with orders 
(2×3), (3×5), (5×7), (7×4), (4×8). 
 Step-1. first P:  (A1 A2 )A3 A4 A5,  with 

orders (2×5), (5×7), (7×4), (4×8).   
     N = 30. 
 Step-2. second P: ( (A1 A2 )A3) A4 A5,   

with orders (2×7), (7×4), (4×8). N = 70. 
 Step-3. third P:  (((A1 A2 )A3 )A4 )A5,   

with orders (2×4), (4×8). N = 56. 
 Step-4. fourth and final P: (( ((A1 A2)A3) 

A4 )A5),  with order (2×8). N = 64. 
Hence total number of scalar multiplications 
needed = 30+70+56+64 = 220.  
Example-3. A sequence (chain) of five 
matrices (A1 A2 A3 A4 A5) is to be multiplied. 
Let P0, P1, P2, P3, P4, P5 are 3, 14, 5, 35, 4, 6 
respectively, where the matrix Ai is of order Pi-
1× Pi  ( i = 1, 2, ..,5)  
Solution.  Here, P0 = 3 = Pmin ,  Pmax = P3 = 35. 
Here, A = 27,  B = 20, C = 72 and Pk = 35 
which satify condition (4), so we club (A3 A4). 
 Step-1 first P: A1 A2 (A3 A4) A5 with orders 

(3×14), (14×5), (5×4), (4×6).   
     N = 700. 
     For the reduced chain:  P0 = 3 = Pmin ,   
     Pmax = P1 = 14 
 
As Pmax = P1 : then we club (A1A2). 
 Step-2 second P :  (A1 A2) (A3 A4) A5 with 

order (3×5), (5×4), (4×6).  N = 210. 
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For the second reduced chain: P0 = 3 = Pmin ,  
Pmax = P3 = 6 i.e. the last element and hence 
Parenthesization will be start from left to right.  

Step-3 third and final P :  (((A1 A2) (A3 
A4)) A5). N = 60+72 = 132 and the number 
of multiplication for finding A,B and C is 7. 

Hence total number of scalar multiplications 
needed = 700+210+132+7 = 1049.  
 
Example-4. A sequence (chain) of ten 
matrices (A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9 A10) is 
to be multiplied. Let P0, P1, P2, P3, P4, P5 ,P6, 
P7, P8, P9, P10 are 2, 4, 75, 3, 50, 6, 41, 5, 80, 6, 
3 respectively, where the matrix Ai is of order 
Pi-1× Pi  ( i = 1, 2, . . .,10)  
 
Solution.  Here P0 = 2 = Pmin ,  Pmax  = P8  = 80. 
Here,A = 22, B = 30. Here A < B →  no club. 
For the second highest element 75 (= P2 ): 
A = 14, B = 12, C = 106.5 and Pk  = 75 which 
satisfy condition (4), so we club (A2 A3). 
 Step-1 first P: A1 (A2 A3) A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 

A9 A10 with orders (2×4), (4×3), (3×50), 
(50×6), (6×41),(41×5), (5×80), (80×6), 
(6×3).   N = 900. 

For the reduced chain:  P0 = 2 = Pmin ,  Pmax  = 
P7  =  80 
Max           A           B             R   Conclusion 
80 (H):        A=22;   B=30,     A<B   no club 
50 (2nd H):  A=18;   B=18,     A=B   no club 
41 (3rd H):  A=22;    B=30,     A<B   no club 
6   (4th H):  A=182;  B=2050, A<B   no club 
6   (5th H):  A=166;  B=240,   A<B   no club 
3   (6th H):  A=108;  B=200,   A<B   no club 
Here, H stands for “highest” and R stands for 
relation between A and B. 
Hence Parenthesization will be start from left 
to right. 
 Step-2 second and final P: ((((((((A1 (A2 

A3)) A4) A5)A6 )A7 )A8 )A9 )A10) with order 
2x3,  N = 3622 and the number of 
multiplication for finding A, B and C at 
different steps is 28. 

Hence total number of scalar  
multiplications needed = 900+3622+28 = 
4550.   
b)   If Pmin = Pn ,  (i.e. the last element of         
                                          P0 , P1, . . ., Pn) 
  In this case we have also to locate  
              Pmax . 

   If Pmax = P0 :    
The Parenthesization will be 
start from right to left and the 
resultant   parenthesization 
will be (A1 (A2 (. . . (An-2 (An-1 
An ))…)))    which will yield 
minimum number of scalar 
multiplications.  

   If Pmax = Pn-1 :  then we  club   
                                           (An-1An) 
   If Pmax  = Pk (k ≠ 0, n-1) then  
                   we has to cheek the following   
                   condition: 
                         A = Pn× Pk-1+ Pn× Pk+1     (5) 
                         B = Pk-1× Pk+1                  (6)  
                         If A ≤ B :                      (7) 

  There is no question of 
clubing of (Ak Ak+1 ) and the 
Parenthesization is still       
from  right to left. 

   If A > B and Pk  ≤ C,where  

                         C =
1

1

+

−

k

kn

P

PP
×

nk

kk

PP

PP

−
−

−

+

1

1    (8) 

    Then we club (Ak Ak+1 )  
We have to cheek the above condition on the 
second highest parameter also and so on except 
on P0 and Pn-1. If there are more than one Pmax 
then any one of them can Pmax and the 
remaining are regarded as second highest 
parameter.  
Example-5.  A sequence (chain) of five 
matrices (A1 A2 A3 A4 A5) is to be multiplied. 
Let P0, P1, P2, P3, P4, P5 are 4, 10, 30, 5, 15, 3 
respectively, where the matrix Ai is of order Pi-
1× Pi (i = 1, 2, . . .,5) 
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Solution. Given chain is A1A2A3A4A5  with 
orders (4×10), (10×30), (30×5), (5×15), 
(15×3). 
Here, Pn = 3 = Pmin ,  P2 = 30 = Pmax.  
Here A = 45, B = 50 as A < B → no club 
For the second highest element 15(= P4 ) = P5-1 

: then we club (A4A5 )  
Step-1. first P:  A1 A2 A3 (A4 A5 ), with 
orders (4×10), (10×30), (30×5), (5×3).  
N = 225. 

For the reduced chain: Pn = 3 = Pmin ,  P2 = 30 = 
Pmax.   
Max          A          B        R       Conclusion 
30(H)        45        50     A < B     no club  
10(2nd H) 102      120    A < B     no club 
 
For the 3rd highest element 5 (= P3 ) = P4-1 = Pn-

1 :  then we club (A3(A4 A5)).  
 Step-2. second P: A1A2(A3(A4 A5)),   with 

orders (4×10), (10×30), (30×3).   
     N = 450. 
For the 2nd reduced chain :Pn = 3 = Pmin ,  P2 = 
P3-1 = Pn-1 = 30  = Pmax : then we club 
 (A2(A3 (A4 A5)))  
 Step-3. third P: A1(A2 (A3 (A4 A5))),  with 

orders (4×10), (10×3).  N = 900. 
 Step-4. fourth and final P: (A1(A2 (A3 (A4 

A5)))), with orders (4×3).  N = 120 and the 
number of multiplication for finding A, B 
and C at different steps is 9. 

Hence total number of scalar multiplications 
needed = 225+450+900+ 
120 +9 = 1704. 
Example-6. A sequence (chain) of four 
matrices (A1 A2 A3 A4) is to be multiplied. Let 
P0, P1, P2, P3, P4 are 6, 15, 10, 7, 5 respectively, 
where the matrix Ai is of order Pi-1× Pi (i = 1, 
2, . . .,4) 
Solution. Given chain is A1A2A3A4 with orders 
(6×15), (15×10), (10×7), (7×5). 
Here, Pn = 5 = Pmin ,  P1 = 15 = Pmax.  
Here A = 80,  B = 60, C= 15 and  Pk = 15 
which satisfy condition (8),so we club (A1 A2 )  

 Step-1. first P:  (A1 A2 )A3 A4,  with orders 
(6×10), (10×7), (7×5).  N = 900.  

For the reduced chain:  Pn = 5 = Pmin ,  P1 = 10 
= Pmax.  
Here A = 65, B = 42, C = 12.85 and Pk = 10 
which satisfy condition (8), so we club (A1A2 )  
 Step-2. second P: ((A1A2)A3)A4,   with 

orders (6×7), (7×5).  N = 420. 
 Step-3. third and final P: (((A1A2 )A3 )A4), 

with order (6×5).  N = 210 and the number 
of multiplication for finding A, B and C at 
different steps is 14. 

Hence total number of scalar multiplications 
needed = 900+420+210+14 = 1544. 
      c)  If Pmin  lies in between P0 and Pn then 
partition is needed.  
Let Pmin lies between Ak and Ak+1 which 
implies that Pmin is the number of column of Ak 
and the number of rows of Ak+1. Now we have 
to split the chain into two as (A1, A2, . . ., Ak) 
and (Ak+1, Ak+2, . . ., An ). First one will be 
parenthesize following procedure as Case-1(b) 
and the second one by the Case-1(a).   
Example-7. A sequence (chain) of six matrices 
(A1 A2 A3 A4 A5A6) is to be multiplied. Let P0, 
P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6 are 30, 35, 15, 5, 10, 20, 25  
respectively, where the matrix Ai is of order Pi-
1× Pi (i = 1, 2, . . .,6) 
Solution.  Here, P3  = 5 = Pmin .  
 Given chain is A1A2A3A4A5A6 with orders 
(30×35), (35×15), (15×5), (5×10), (10×20), 
(20×25). 
 Step-1. first P:  (A1 A2 A3 ) (A4 A5 A6),  

with orders {(30×35), (35×15), (15×5)}, 
{(5×10), (10×20), (20×25)}. N = 0. //  Two 
Partitions made. Parenthesization of first 
and second sub chains will be done by 
following Case 1(b) and Case 1(a) 
respectively //  

 Step-2. final P: ( (A1(A2 A3 )) ((A4 A5)A6 
)), with orders (30×25).   

Here total number of scalar multiplications 
needed = 15128. 
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 Case-2. Two Pmins 
 a) If both Pmins are at end points, (i.e.   
              P0 = Pmin and Pn = Pmin) 
For this case we have to see the relation 
between P1 and Pn-1. If P1 > Pn-1, then 
parenthesization is to be started from left to 
right, if P1 < Pn-1  then parenthesization have to 
be started from right to left and if P1 = Pn-1, 
parenthesization can be started from any side. 
So, (A1A2) or (An-1An) will be parenthesized 
first and Pi’s will be reduced by one and get a 
new chain. Following the same procedure next 
parenthesization is to be done for the reduced 
chain and so on. Ultimately, we reach to the 
final parenthesized chain which will yield with 
minimum scalar multiplications.  
Example-8.  Consider the same problem given 
in Example-1. 
Solution.  Here, P0 = Pn = 3 = Pmin .   
Given chain is A1 A2 A3 A4 A5  with orders 
(3×10), (10×4), (4× 20), (20×8),  (8×3).   
 Step-1. first P:  (A1 A2 )A3 A4 A5 , as 10 > 

8,with orders (3×4), (4× 20), (20×8), (8×3). 
N = 120. 

 Step-2. second P:  (A1 A2 )A3 (A4 A5),  as 4 
< 8,  with orders (3×4), (4× 20), (20×3).    
N = 480. 

 Step-3. third P:  (A1 A2 ) (A3 (A4 A5)),  as 4 
< 20,  with orders (3×4), (4×3). N = 240. 

 Step-4. fourth and final P:  ((A1 A2 ) (A3 
(A4 A5))),   with order (3×3). N = 36. 

Therefore total number of scalar 
multiplications needed = 120+480+240+ 36 = 
876.  
Example-9.  A sequence (chain) of five 
matrices (A1 A2 A3 A4 A5) is to be multiplied. 
Let P0, P1, P2, P3, P4, P5 are 4, 8, 7, 20, 30, 4 
respectively, where the matrix Ai is of order Pi-
1× Pi (i = 1, 2, . . .,5) 
 
Solution.  Here, P0 = Pn = 4 = Pmin .   
Given chain is A1A2A3A4A5  with orders (4×8), 
(8×7), (7×20), (20×30), (30×4). 

 Step-1. first P:  A1 A2 A3 (A4 A5 ),as 30 > 
8,with orders (4×8), (8×7), (7×20),(20×4). 
N = 2400. 

 Step-2. second P: A1A2(A3(A4 A5)),  as 20 
> 8,  with orders (4×8), (8×7), (7×4).  N = 
560. 

 Step-3. third P: (A1 A2) (A3 (A4 A5)), as 8 > 
7,  with orders (4×7), (7×4).  N = 224. 

 Step-4. fourth and final P: ((A1A2)(A3 (A4 
A5))), with orders (4×4).  N = 112. 

Hence total number of scalar multiplications 
needed = 2400+560+224+ 
112 = 3296. 
Example-10. A sequence (chain) of five 
matrices (A1 A2 A3 A4 A5) is to be multiplied. 
Let P0, P1, P2, P3, P4, P5 are 4, 8, 10, 20, 8, 4 
respectively, where the matrix Ai is of order Pi-
1× Pi (i = 1, 2, . . .,5) 
Solution.  Here, P0  = P5 = 4 = Pmin .    
// Here P1 and P4 are same. Parenthesization 
may start from any end. // 
Given chain is A1A2A3A4A5  with orders (4×8), 
(8×10), (10×20), (20×8), (8×4). 

Step-1. first P:  A1 A2 A3 (A4 A5 ), as  
8 = 8, with orders (4×8), (8×10), 
(10×20),(20×4). N = 640.    

 Step-2. second P: A1A2(A3(A4 A5)),  as 20 
> 8,  with orders (4×8), (8×10), (10×4). N = 
800. 

 Step-3. third P: A1 (A2 (A3 (A4 A5))), as 10 
> 8,  with orders (4×8), (8×4).  N = 320. 

 Step-4. fourth and final P: (A1(A2(A3 (A4 
A5)))), with orders (4×4).  N = 128. 

Hence total number of scalar multiplications 
needed = 640+800+320+ 128 = 1888.  
      b)  One Pmin is at any end i.e. either at P0 = 
Pmin or at Pn = Pmin and the other is in between 
P0 and Pn, say at Pk.  
 Here Pmin will be the number of columns 
of Ak and the number of rows of Ak+1. For this 
case partition is needed for the chain at Pk as 
(A1, A2, . . .,Ak) and (Ak+1, Ak+2, . . .,An ). Both 
the sub chains will fall either in Case-1(a), 
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Case-1(b) or in Case-2(a). Accordingly final 
parenthesization can be made. 
Example-11. A sequence (chain) of six 
matrices (A1 A2 A3 A4 A5A6) is to be 
multiplied. Let P0, P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6 are 2, 3, 
5, 6, 2, 8, 4  respectively, where the matrix Ai 
is of order Pi-1× Pi (i = 1, 2, . .,6)  
Solution. Here, P0 = P4 = 2  =  Pmin .  // 
partition needed// 
Given chain is A1A2A3A4A5A6  with orders  
(2×3), (3×5), (5×6), (6×2), (2×8), (8×4).  
 Step-1. first P:  (A1A2A3A4) (A5A6),  with 

orders {(2×3), (3×5), (5×6), (6×2)}, {(2×8), 
(8×4)}. N = 0. // Partition done.  

     Parenthesization of the first sub chain will 
be done by following Case 2(a) //  

 Step-2. final P: ( (A1(A2 (A3 A4)))( A5A6 )), 
with orders (2×4).   

Here total number of scalar multiplications 
needed =182. 
 c) Both Pmins are in between P0 and Pn.  
 In this case three sub chains will be 
formed. One sub chain will be with Pmins  at its 
both end and the other two will be with Pmin at 
one end may be at the first or last position. For 
the parenthesization purpose all the three 
chains will fall in Case-1(b), Case-2(a) or in 
Case-1(a). Accordingly parenthesization can 
be completed. 
Example-12. A sequence (chain) of six 
matrices (A1 A2 A3 A4 A5A6) is to be 
multiplied. Let P0, P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6 are 3, 
10, 2, 5, 30, 2, 8  respectively, where the 
matrix Ai is of order Pi-1× Pi (i = 1, 2, . . .,6) 
Solution.  Here, P2 = P5 =  Pmin  = 2.  //  
Three partitions needed// 
Given chain is A1A2A3A4A5A6  with orders  
(3×10), (10×2), (2×5), (5×30), (30×2), (2×8). 
 Step-1. first P:  (A1A2) (A3A4A5 ) (A6),  

with orders {(3×10), (10×2)}, {(2×5), 
(5×30), (30×2)}, { (2×8)}.   N = 0.    //  
Three Partitions done. Parenthesization of 
the second sub chain will be done by 

following Case 2(a), first one is simple 
multiplication of two matrices and the third 
is alone //  

 Step-2. final P: (((A1A2) (A3 (A4A5 )))A6 ), 
with orders (2×4). 

Here total number of scalar multiplications 
needed = 440.  
      Case-3. More than two Pmin s 
 After consideration of all possible 
positions of Pmins and necessary partions at 
Pmins, parenthesization of all sub chains for 
minimum scalar multiplications must fall in 
any of the above procedures [e.g. Case-1(a, b, 
c) and Case-2(a, b, c)] and accordingly final 
parenthesization can be made. 
 Note: One special case may arise at this 
point, which is “all Pis are Pmins except P0 and 
Pn “. In this particular case we have to check 
for min[P0, Pn]. Here,  parenthesization have to 
be completed first for the chain (A2 … An-1) 
then for the rest three resultant matrices, 
parenthesization must start from the side where 
min[P0, Pn] is located to get final parenrhesized 
which requires only minimum scalar 
multiplications. 
 
Example-13. A sequence (chain) of seven 
matrices (A1 A2 A3 A4 A5A6 A7) is to be 
multiplied. Let P0, P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6 , P7 are 
2, 3, 4, 6, 2, 8, 5, 2  respectively,  where the 
matrix  Ai is of order  Pi-1× Pi (i = 1, 2, . . .,7) 
Solution.  Here, P0  = P4 = P7  = 2 = Pmin .  // 
Two partitions needed// 
Given chain is A1A2A3A4A5A6A7  with orders 
(2×3), (3×4), (4×6), (6×2), (2×8), (8×5), (5×2). 
 Step-1.first P:  (A1A2 A3A4 )(A5 A6 A7 ),  

with orders {(2×3), (3×4), (4×6), (6×2)}, 
{(2×8), (8×5) , (5×2)}. N = 0.  
 //  Two Partitions done. Parenthesization of  
both the sub chains will be done by 
following Case 2(a). //  

 Step-2. final P: ((A1 (A2 (A3 A4 )))((A5 A6 
)A7)) , with orders (2×2).  
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Here total number of scalar multiplications 
needed = 192. 
Example-14. A sequence (chain) of seven 
matrices (A1 A2 A3 A4 A5A6A7) is to be 
multiplied. Let P0, P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6 , P7 are 
3, 2, 4, 6, 2, 8, 5, 2  respectively, where the 
matrix Ai is of order Pi-1× Pi (i = 1, 2, . . .,7) 
Solution. Here, P1 = P4 = P7 = 2 = Pmin .  // 
Three  partitions needed// 
Given chain is A1A2A3A4A5A6A7  with orders 
(3×2), (2×4), (4×6), (6×2), (2×8), (8×5), (5×2). 
 Step-1. first P:  (A1 )(A2 A3A4 )(A5 A6 A7 ), 

with orders {(3×2)}, {(2×4),  
(4×6), (6×2)},{(2×8), (8×5), (5×2)}.N = 0.  

 //  Three partitions made. Parenthesization 
of second and third sub chains will be done 
by following Case 2(a), and the first one is 
alone. //  

 Step-2. final P: (A1 ((A2 (A3 A4 ))((A5 A6) 
A7))) , with order (3×2). 

Here total number of scalar multiplications 
needed = 184.  
 
4.  Algorithm-1 (the proposed method): 
 Input: P0, P1,…, Pn. // Pi-1 and Pi  
                     represent the dimensions of   
                     the matrix Ai (i=1,2, … , n) 
 Output:  P   // final parenthesization. 
 Begin 

  Search for the minimum of (P0,                         
          P1,…,Pn) which denotes as Pmin. 

 Count the number of Pmins  which           
   denote NPmin . 

       For NPmin = 1: 
             If  Pmin = P0, the   
                        Parenthsization(P) to be   
                        made as per the Case-1(a). 
             If Pmin = Pn, the   
                        Parenthsization(P) to be   
                        made as per the Case-1(b). 
             If P0 < Pmin < Pn , the  
                        Parenthsization(P) to be  
                        made as per the Case-1(c). 

For NPmin = 2: 
  If  one Pmin is at P0  and the  

Other at Pn,the Parenthsization (P) to 
be made as per the Case-2(a). 

 If  one Pmin is at P0  or  at  Pn and the 
other is at in between P0 and Pn, the 
Parenthsization (P) to be  made as per the 
Case-2(b). 
 If  both the Pmins are in between  
         P0 and Pn, the Parenthsization(P)   
          to be made as per the Case-2(c). 
For NPmin > 2, 
 the Parenthsization (P) to be made as per  
 the Case-3. 
Return P 
End. 
 
5.  Computational cost analysis: 
 
 Here, we shall describe the 
computational cost of the proposed method. 
The number of operations or comparisons 
needed for detecting Pmin or Pmins and Pmax or 
Pmaxs with their positions plus minimum 
number of scalar multiplications to multiply 
the chain (A1, A2, . . ., An) only. So, searching 
Pmin , Pmax , number of Pmins , Pmaxs  and to find 
the location of Pmins , Pmaxs all the operations 
will take maximum of  O(n2), where n+1 is the 
number Pis, or n is the number of matrices, 
plus the actual minimum number of scalar 
multiplications needed after final 
parenthesization. If we consider only cost of 
multiplication of matrices and neglecting the 
comparison cost which involved in both the 
methods, our propose method will be more 
efficient than that of Dynamic Programming 
Approach (DPA)1. Also we have calculated the 
minimum scalar multiplications needed for the 
chain multiplication of the matrices using the 
dynamic programming approach, which is 
optimized, for the problems cited in the 
examples 2-14 and found all are coinciding 
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with the results obtained by using our 
Proposed Method (PM).  
 
Table–I: Comparison between DPA and  PA 
 

 
Examp-

le 

Actual 
minimum 

scalar 
multiplicati
on needed 

Total scalar 
multiplicatio
ns for DPA 

Total 
scalar 

multiplicat
ions for 

PM 
1 876 20330 876(ref. 

ex-8) 
2 220 5119 220 
3 1042 34873 1049 
4 4522 2643191 4550 
5 1695 46295 1704 
6 1530 12605 1544 
7 15125 463375 15128 
8 876 20330 876 
9 3296 73536 3296 
10 1888 37408 1888 
11 182 6226 182 
12 440 25818 440 
13 192 10039 192 
14 184 9546 184 

TOTAL 32,068 3,408,691 32,129 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

6.  CONCLUSIONS 
 
 For all the cases in the proposed method 
of parenthesization of chain of matrices for the 
optimal product cost can be reached. In 
comparison to the dynamic approach method, 
from the above Table-1, it shows that our 
method will reduce on an average more than 
99% of the computational cost incurred by the 
dynamic programming approach to reach the 
optimal product and the method is a very 
simple and easy to understand. 
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